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ABBREVIATION LIST
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ABBREVIATION LIST

18F-FDG-PET-CT  = 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography  
  combined with computed tomography

18F-MISO = 18F-Fluoromisonidazole

5-FU = 5-Fluoruracil

A  = signal intensity

ADC  = apparent diffusion coefficient

AH  = amplitude scaling constant. 

AIF  = arterial input function

AJCC  = American Joint Committee on Cancer

AR  = ascending rate

AUC/AUGC  = area under the (gadolinium concentration) curve

BF  = blood flow

BV  = blood volume

CE  = contrast-enhanced

CHESS  = chemical shift selective

CI  = contrast-Index

CT  = computed tomography

D  = diffusion coefficient

D*  = pseudodiffusion coefficient

DCE  = dynamic contrast enhanced

DFS  = disease-free survival

DSC  = dynamic susceptibility contrast

DWI/ DW-MRI  = diffusion-weighted imaging

DWIBS  = diffusion-weighted whole-body imaging with background  
  body signal suppression

E  = post-radiotherapy enhancement value

EANM  = European association of nuclear medicine

EBV  = Epstein-Barr virus

EGFR  = Epidermal growth factor receptor

ENS  = extranodal spread
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EPI  = echo-planar imaging

EUA  = examination under anesthesia

f  = perfusion fraction

FDG  = 18Fluoro-2-deoxyglucose

FHX4  = 3-[18F]fluoro-2-(4-((2-nitro-1H-imidazol-1-yl)methyl)-1H-1,2,3- 
  triazol-1-yl)propan-1-ol

FLT  = 3’-Deoxy-3’-18F-fluorothymidine

FWHM = full width at half maximum

FN  = false negative

FP  = false positive

GRE  = gradient-echo

GTV  = gross tumor volume

HASTE  = half-fourier acquisition single-shot turbo spin-echo

HNC  = head and neck cancer 

HNSCC  = head and neck squamous cell carcinoma

HPV  = human papillomavirus

ICC  = intraclass correlation coefficient

IQR  = interquartile range

IVIM  = intravoxel incoherent motion

K21  = exchange rate constant

kep  = rate constant between interstitial space and plasma

Ktrans  = volume transfer constant between plasma and interstitial space

LD-CT  = low dose computed tomography 

LoA  = limits of agreement

LRC = locoregional control

LRF = locoregional failure

MP  = maximum probability model

MRI  = magnetic resonance imaging

MRgl  = metabolic response in FDG-uptake

MRS = magnetic resonance spectroscopy

MSI/MSIR  = maximum slope of increase (ratio)
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MVD  = microvessel density

NA  = negative agreement

NAC  = neo-adjuvant chemotherapy

NPC  = nasopharyngeal carcinoma

NPV  = negative predictive value

NR  = non-linear model

NS  = not statistically significant

OA = overall survival

PA  = positive agreement

PSA  = proportion specific agreement

PCNA  = proliferating cell nuclear antigen labeling index

PET  = positron emission tomography

PFS  = progression-free survival

PP  = perfusion-related parameter

PPV  = positive predictive value

PRISMA  = preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses

PROPELLER  = periodically rotated overlapping parallel lines with enhanced  
  reconstruction

PS  = permeability surface

QUADAS-2  = quality assessment of studies of diagnostic accuracy included in  
  systematic reviews

QUIPS  = quality in prognostic studies

R  = regression coefficient

rTBV = tumor blood volume ratio

RFS = recurrence-free survival

ROC  = receiver operating characteristic

ROI  = region of interest

RT  = radiotherapy

S1DE  = relative slope of the signal intensity corrected to TE = 0

S2DE  = relative change of the spin-spin relaxation rate

SCC  = squamous cell carcinoma

SCM  = sternocleidomastoid muscle
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SD  = standard deviation

SDG LN  = subdigastric lymph node

SE/N  = signal enhancement to noise ratio

SEM  = standard error of measurement 

SG  = salivary gland

SMG  = submandibular gland

SOM  = suspicion of malignancy

SPIR  = spectral presaturation with inversion recovery

SPT  = second primary tumor

SRR-P = SUV reduction ratio in primary tumor

SS-SE-EPI  = single-shot spin-echo echo planar imaging

STARD  = standards for reporting of diagnostic accuracy

STIR  = short tau inversion recovery

SUV  = standardized uptake value

T0  = lag time

T1  = intravascular mean transit time

T1-WI  = T1-weighted imaging

TA  = time of arrival

TIC  = times-signal intensity curve

TIM  = total imaging matrix

TN  = true negative 

TOF  = time of flight

TP  = true positive

TSE  = turbo spin-echo 

TTP  = time to peak

UP = unknown primary

ve  = interstitial fractional volume (ve = Ktrans/ kep)

VEGF  = vascular endothelial growth factor

VIBE  = volumetric interpolated breath-hold

WB-MRI  = whole-body magnetic resonance imaging

YI  = youden index




